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Abstract: Tight gas is a major gas resource which accounts for 14% of the total gas resources and 9 

29% of unconventional gas in the world. The natural production of tight reservoir is very low, and 10 

multi-stage fracturing technology is widely used in horizontal wells. Multi-stage hydraulic 11 

fracturing for stimulating tight gas reservoirs requires a significant amount of fracturing fluid, 12 

which is usually water-based. Water blocking is considered as a potential type of damage in tight 13 

gas reservoirs. There are many factors affecting the production decline caused by the water 14 

blocking in fractures. However, the water blocking and fluid segregation in fractures are ignored. 15 

This study investigates the characteristics of water blocking in fractures and the effects of 16 

wettability, fracture fluid viscosity and fracture fluid filtration on water blocking and gas 17 

production. Numerical simulation is used to show that three stages can be used to describe the 18 

change of water saturation at the top and bottom of fractures, where the second stage indicates 19 

water blocking in hydraulic fractures. The results demonstrate that the stronger the interfacial 20 

tension, the more obvious the water wettability is, and the more water traps in the reservoir matrix. 21 

Decreasing interfacial tension improves the load recovery, and reduces the formation damage, and 22 

further enhances the gas production. A higher fracturing fluid viscosity causes more water traps at 23 

the bottom of fractures and intensifies the formation damage on tight gas wells. Results indicate 24 

that the fracturing fluid filtration has a great impact on the flowback performance and later gas 25 

production. Results suggest that increasing the filter cake thickness decreases the gas production 26 

peak value, and delays the time showing the peak of gas production, and further reduces the 27 

cumulative gas production. 28 
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1 Introduction 31 

Tight gas reservoirs have been the subject of many studies over the past three decades. In the 32 

absence of open natural fractures, economic development of tight gas reservoirs is possible only 33 

through hydraulic fracturing in vertical or horizontal wells (Shaoul et al., 2011). Hydraulic 34 

fracturing of horizontal wells is instrumental in providing large reservoir contact area so as to 35 

achieve commercial gas recovery. The advantages of using water as the fracturing fluid include 36 

low cost and efficient proppant transportation (Agrawal et al., 2013). 37 

The issue of fracturing fluid loss/invasion after a stimulation operation has been widely studied 38 

in the past. Tannich (1975) studied the removal of liquid from hydraulically fractured gas wells 39 
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